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Summary
This document describes how to use The Sky X software (TSX) to take images with the GO2 imaging refractor. This
includes choosing an object to image, accurately slewing to the object, autoguiding, autofocusing and then taking a
series of images. All image files can then be found in a date-labelled folder on the desktop.

Preparations in GO2
DANGER: Whenever moving the roof, first ensure that everyone present is safely positioned;

beware finger trap hazard between roof and walls.




Carefully release and open the run-off roof.
Turn on all power at main switches and boot up the computer
Uncap both telescopes.

At this point, the hardware should be ready to use. Occasionally, however, the filterwheel does not connect properly.
To test this, type "Devices" into the Windows 8 search box and select "Devices and Printers". If there is a yellow
warning sign next to the filter wheel device (see Figure 1) unplug the USB cable from the filter wheel. Wait 10
seconds then reconnect the USB cable. The device will reappear without the warning symbol.

Figure 1. Yellow warning sign next to filter wheel device.

You have now completed the hardware set up in GO2 - retire to the warm room!
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Connecting from the Warm Room




Boot up the computer.
Select "GAS User" - no password is required.
Connect to GO2: click on the pop-up box

Starting TSX
Click on the large X on the taskbar at the bottom of the screen (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. Click on the large X on the task bar to start The Sky X.

At this point, the screen will resemble that below, though hopefully the sky will be darker! Note the icons just below
the menu items at the top of the screen outlined in red. These can be used to control the imaging session and are
discussed below. Note also the group of panels (Find, Telescope etc.) outlined in green.

Figure 3. Start up screen for The Sky X. Note the icons just below the menu items - Look Up, Celestial Sphere, Connect etc. outlined in
red, and the panels Find, Telescope, Observing List etc. outlined in green.
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The TSX User Interface
The TSX user interface is powerful, but simple to grasp. The basic display is shown in Figure 3. There is the usual set
of menu items at the top of the screen:

Figure 4. Main menu bar for The Sky X.

These can be used to set preferences, location of the scope, configuration of the telescope etc. Of most use is the
“Help” menu – this can e.g. open the TSX manual.
Of more interest, and used in our imaging workflow are the icons just below the menu items:

Figure 5. Useful icons to control the imaging session.

The first two control the view shown by the map of the sky. Look Up resets the sky view – it will show the entire sky,
with the zenith at the middle of the screen. Celestial Sphere does two things – firstly, it orients the display to be
parallel to RA and DEC, rather than to Altitude and Azimuth. Secondly, it make the screen dark, independent of the
time of day. This can be useful when choosing targets – see Step 2 below.
The remainder of the icons are used to control the imaging session and are discussed in more detail below. Broadly,
they will be used from left to right.
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Figure 6. Example control panel for the main camera. Select a specific control panel by clicking on the appropriate panel name outlined
in red.

The panel to the left of the skymap controls individual imaging components. Clicking on e.g. Telescope on the list
highlighted in green will display the control panel for the telescope (mount). The one shown is the control panel for
the main camera.
Several of the control panels have separate tabs to control specific functions. In this case there are three, outlined in
red – Take Photo, Focus Tools and Take Series. Click on the tab you need to control the equipment.
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Figure 7. Main sky map. The location can be altered by using the mouse. The display can be zoomed in and out by using the slide
outlined in red.

Finally, there is the main sky map. This will show the locations of currently visible objects. It is possible to zoom this
display using the slider outlined in red on the top left. You can also use the mouse to move the location of the map.
The Sky X is a powerful programme with far more than be covered here – the manual can be downloaded (free of
charge) at the Software Bisque Website: http://www.bisque.com/sc/media/g/theskyxdocs/default.aspx. Select “The
Sky X Professional and Serious Astronomer User Guide”.

Imaging Workflow
Now that you have started TSX, you will follow this imaging workflow:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

"Connect" to the telescope and "Unpark" using the icons shown in Figure 3.
Use "What's Up?" to choose a target to image
Use "Closed Loop Slew" to accurately point the telescope at your chosen object
Use the "Autoguider" panel to select a guide star and start guiding.
Use the "Take Series" tab on the "Camera" panel to take images.
When finished on an object, "Abort" the autoguding.

Once you have collected all the data you need for your first object, you can repeat steps 2 to 6 as desired.
When you have completed imaging "Park" and "Disconnect" the telescope.
These steps are discussed in more detail below.
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Step 1: "Connect" to the telescope and "Unpark"
Press the "Connect" icon shown in Figure 8. This will establish a connection to the telescope and show the location
of the scope on the screen. Since the scope should be in the parked position, pointing to the horizon due east, the
screen will look like Figure 8.

Figure 8. After connecting to the telescope in the parked position. The yellow circle at the centre of the screen shows where the scope is
pointing - it should be due east towards the horizon.

The location of the telescope is shown by the yellow circle with the dot at the centre. At this point, although the scope
is connected, it is still "Parked" and won't respond to commands to move to another location. Click the "Unpark"
icon to allow the scope to move.

Step 2: Choose a target to image
The telescope is ready to go - but where to point it? To help you decide, click on the "What's Up?" icon highlighted
in the figure below. TSX will then search for all interesting objects currently visible and populate a list in the
"Observing List" panel - see Figure 9.
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Figure 9. What's Up? creates a list of objects in the Observing List panel.

You will likely be interested in the brightest objects. Click the "Magnitude" column to arrange in order of
brightness (remember, the lower the number, the brighter the object). Now select an object and TSX will show a
picture of the object and the field of view of the GO2 imaging refractor (visible in the image above as a purple
rectangle). This will give you a good idea of what your image will look like. Work your way down the list until you
find an object that you would like to image. If you find that you can only see a light blue background, click the
“Celestial Sphere” icon shown in Figure 5 to make sure the sky is shown as dark. This will allow you to see the
images of the objects properly.
Once an object is selected, choose "Constellation View" from the drop-down list labelled "Show on Sky Chart".
The screen will show you the location on the sky - see Figure 10. GO2 has good visibility towards the south but trees
obscure part of the northern sky. If the position is not suitable, choose another object and select "Center and
Frame" to see how the object looks in the GO2 field of view.
If you already know what you want to image, select the "Find" tab and type the name of the object. The object
location will appear as a pair of concentric red circles.
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Figure 10. Constellation view. Indicates where the object is located on the sky. Locations to the south are generally good for GO2.
Locations in the north must be at high altitudes to be visible above the tree line.

Step 3: Accurately point to the selected object
This step is delightfully easy - click on the "Closed Loop Slew" icon. This will cause the following actions:
 TSX will move the telescope to the approximate location of the object
 TSX will then take an image of the area
 TSX will "platesolve" that image - work out where the stars are and compare that to a star catalogue to
determine the exact location where the telescope is pointing.
 TSX will then adjust the location of the scope to point it precisely at the object to be imaged and take another
image to prove it!
The entire operation should take less than 30 seconds once the scope has arrived at the initial object location.

Step 4: Start Autoguiding
Guiding is important - it will correct for imperfections in the mount and keep the telescope pointed precisely at the
same object in the sky for long periods, despite the rotation of the earth (15 arc seconds a second). For a good image,
we'll need to keep the scope accurately pointed to within 1 arc second over a 5 to 20 minute period.
Fortunately, TSX makes this simple. Select the "Autoguider" tab and press "Take Photo". This will take a 3
second image using the guidescope and camera and show the result - see Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Autoguider tab after "Taking Photo".

A suitable guide star is bright, but not so bright that it saturates the image (look for maximum values below 40,000).
Select a star by double clicking. You'll briefly see a white box outlining the selected star.
Once done, click the "Autoguide" button and TSX will begin by taking regular images of the selected star and
adjusting the telescope location if needed. If you click "Graphs" it will show you how well the guiding is performing
– see Figure 12. The blue lines on the two line graphs indicate the guiding errors, the green bars the guiding
corrections sent to the mount. The cross-plot shows the guiding errors in RA and DEC, whilst the large green bar to
the right indicates the brightness of the guide star. Finally, the 3D plot at the bottom shows the guide star profile. An
RMS of less than 1 arc second is more than sufficient for a good image.

Figure 12. Shows autoguiding in action. A regular 3 second image of the guide star, plus graphs of how well guiding is performing. An
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RMS error of less than 1 arc sec is sufficient for good guiding.

Step 5: Taking the Images
Finally, having selected the object, precisely centred the object in the field of view and started autoguiding, we are
ready to image.
Again, TSX makes this easy - select the "Camera" panel and the "Take Series" tab – see Figure 13.

Figure 13. Take Series Tab on the Camera Panel

This shows two series of images. “Series 1” is not really a series at all - note the frame type: "@Focus3". This is the
name for TSX's latest auto focussing software. It moves the focuser to different positions and takes an image at each
location. From these, @Focus3 works out the position for the sharpest focus.
Note that “Series 1” uses the Luminance filter - the same filter used in “Series 2”. This is important - refractors don't
precisely focus each colour at the same point since the refractive index of glass varies by wavelength. For this reason,
you should add a focus series for each filter you plan to use.
The second series contains the specification of the images to be taken. In this case, a 60 second exposure (a "Light"
frame), with the Luminance filter. This is repeated 3 times to take 3 luminance frames.
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Luminance is used to provide the main detail in an astronomical image - but to get colour, you need to add Red, Blue
and Green images of the object. For each filter, there are two additional series: the first to focus for that filter, the
second to take images with that filter. For a typical LRGB run you would try and take perhaps 8x5 minute frames for
each image, so that would mean 8 series: 1 focus run for each filter, then a series of 8 images per filter, all repeated 4
times. This would take about 3 hours to complete (imagers call each frame a sub, short for subframe).
To begin, I would suggest taking RGB images of brighter nebulae and open clusters where 1 minute images would
suffice and a luminance filter is not needed. In that case, you could gather sufficient data for e.g. M43 in about half an
hour.
Once you have configured the series of images you would like to take, click the “Take Series” button at the top left
of the “Take Series” tab.

Step 6: Finish Autoguiding
Once "Take Series" has finished camera status will display “Ready” in green as in Figure 13. Once you have taken all
desired images for the object, stop autoguiding before you move to the next object.
Click the "Abort" button on the "Autoguider" panel shown in Figure 11Figure 12.

Advanced Topic: Meridian Flip
German Equatorial Mounts (GEMs), such as the EQ6 employed for GO2 have many advantages. The mount only
needs to track in Right Ascension (rotate around the North Pole) to correct for the earth’s rotation, and there is no field
rotation of the images. They do have one drawback however – when crossing the meridian, the mount must carry out a
meridian flip to avoid having the counter weights above the telescope. Try googling this for more information and
demonstration videos. This means that if the object you image crosses the meridian, you’ll need to stop the imaging
process and carry out steps 3-5 again, allowing for the subframes you have already taken. You can check on this in the
“Observing List” panel – the Transit Time indicates when the object crosses the meridian. In practice, the EQ6 will
track a little way beyond the meridian, but it’s not good practice to do so for long. Eventually, the telescope will hit
the pier and could damage the equipment.

Advanced Topic: Dithering
All CCD cameras contain defects - normally single pixels that have very high or very low readings - these are called
hot and cold pixels. If not dealt with, these will appear in your processed images. Fortunately, there is a way to deal
with these - move the camera slightly between images. That way, the hot pixels will move too and statistical rejection
techniques can remove these during postprocessing.
Suppose you have 8 images calibrated and aligned. For a particular pixel, 7 images have values between 2000 and
3000. One image, however, has a value of 40,000 for that pixel. It’s easy to remove the pixel with the value of 40,000
and combine the remaining pixels. The same technique works for abnormally low values.
The process of moving the camera slightly between images is called dithering. TSX carries this out automatically – in
Figure 13, TSX is set to move the image 2 pixels between each subframe. This is the default setup for GO2. No further
adjustments are required.

Finishing your imaging Session
Once you have taken all the images you wish:
Park and Disconnect the telescope: Use the icons shown in Figure 3. It is very important to do this - parking the
scope moves it into a position to safely close the roof. It also stores the position of the telescope so that the scope will
be properly initialised for the next user.
Download your images: Use a USB stick on the computer in GO2 (NOT the warm room). Open the folder on the
desktop "TSX Images". The images will be in sub-folder labelled with today's date. Make sure your USB stick is
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virus free- it is impossible to keep a virus programme up to date in Holmbury since it is not connected to the internet.
Shutdown the computers: On the Windows 8 computer type "Turn Off" into the search box to bring up power off
options.
Close the roof.
Turn off the lights and the main power switch then lock up. Drive home safely.
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Troubleshooting
Symptom: Closed Loop Slew (CLS) Not Centring Objects
If you find that Closed Loop Slew is not centring the object you want to image, or you find that the initial image in a
CLS taken is a long way from the object you would like to view, the telescope has probably been bumped. In this case,
the scope is now misaligned and the pointing accuracy will be degraded.
Fixing this is straightforward. We can use Image Link to work out where the telescope is actually pointing, then we
can synchronise the telescope position with this location.
To do this, first use CLS to attempt to move to any visible location on the sky - simply click on the map of the sky
where you would like the telescope to move, then use the CLS icon to move there (see Step 3 above).
Once CLS has completed, it will display an image on screen. Click on the down arrow by "Photo" and select "To
Image Link" - see Figure 14 below.

Figure 14. Drop down photo menu. Click "To Image Link".

In the Image Link dialog, select the "All Sky" tab and click the "All Sky Search" button. The parameters should
already be correctly configured. Once the location of the image has been found, this will show in the dialog, and
superimpose the image on the correct location of the sky map - see Figure 15.
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Figure 15. The Image Link Dialog. Select the "All Sky" tab and click the "All Sky Search" button. The location of the image will be
shown in the dialog box, and the image will be superimposed on the correct position on the sky map.

Close the "Image Link Dialog" and click anywhere on the photo on the sky map. Two concentric red circles
should appear on the centre of the photo, with the words "Mouse click position Image Link Photo" - see Figure 16.
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Figure 16. Click anywhere on the photo on the sky map. Two concentric red circles should appear on the centre of the photo, with the
words "Mouse click position Image Link Photo".

With the photo selected, click on the "Telescope" tab. Select "Star Synchronisation" on the "Start Up" drop
down menu - see Figure 17.

Figure 17. On the "Telescope" tab, select "Star Synchronisation" on the "Start Up" drop down menu.
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This will bring up the "Telescope Star Synchronization" dialog. Make sure "Synchronize mount into the existing
model" is selected and click the "Sync" button.

Figure 18. Telescope Star Synchronisation dialog. Ensure the "Synchronise mount into existing model" is selected and click the icon
with the telescope and the star, highlighted in the green square.

TSX will ask you to confirm - select "Yes". The telescope location, shown by the yellow circles, should now align
precisely with the centre of the image link photo - the telescope is now properly aligned.
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